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Sex and gender - terminology

Source: Oertelt-Prigione S.
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Sex differences: genes

Role of the X chromosome
in immunology

Role of the Y chromosome
in cardiology
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Sex differences: hormones
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Sex differences: hormones and disease
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Clocchiatti A, Nat Rev Cancer, 2016

Sexual dimorphism in cancer

Differential roles of estrogens and androgen
on different cell types

Overlapping and discordant effects of ER alpha
and beta on angiogenesis and inflammation
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Mechanism Gender-specific Differences

General Differences

•Lean/fat mass ratio

•Distribution volume

•Drug binding

Lower lean/fat mass ratio in female

Increased volume for lipophilic drugs in women

Smaller and fluctuating distribution volume in females

Increased volume for hydrophilic drugs in males

Hormonal influences on drug binding

Gastrointestinal Differences Longer gastric emptying time in women due to

•Slower motility

•Higher pH

Metabolic differences (Phase I)

•CYP

•P-glycoproteins

CYP1A2, CYP2E1, CYP2D6 all have higher activity in men

CYP3A4 higher activity in females (maybe rate limiting step is P-glycoprotein)

Excretion Differences Females generally have lower GFR, mostly due to body size

Active secretion might be reduced in females 

Hormonal Influences Estrogens influence inflammation, vasodilation,

apoptosis, contractility

Modified from Oertelt-Prigione S, J Cardiovasc Transl Res, 2009

Sex differences in physiology / drug metabolism
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Janmahasatian S et al., Clin Pharmacokinet. 2005

Does body surface calculation allow for detection of

sex differences in body composition ?

Both fat-free mass and fat
mass are metabolically
active,
yet their activity differs

FFM – resting metabolic
rate, free radical production

FM – aromatization of
hormones
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Potential consequences
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Consequences of ignoring sex differences I:

Reduced reproducibility

Sorge RE, Nat Methods, 2014

“ We found that exposure of mice and rats to male but not female experimenters produces pain

inhibition. Male-related stimuli induced a robust physiological stress response that results in

stress-induced analgesia. This effect could be replicated with T-shirts worn by men, bedding

material from gonadally intact and unfamiliar male mammals, and presentation of compounds

secreted from the human axilla.

Experimenter sex can thus affect apparent baseline responses in behavioral testing. “



•Diagnosis in women with bladder cancer and haematuria is more likely delayed because attribuited to cystitis

•Although women refer more symptoms of asthma, they are less likely diagnosed. In girls wheezing is less common
than in boys

•Men are diagnosed later with osteoporosis and autoimmune diseases, because these are perceived as „female“ 

•If not diagnosed correctly, men with MS are more likely referred to an orthopedic surgeon, women to a 
psychiatrist.

Consequences of ignoring sex differences II:

Delayed diagnosis

Oertelt-Prigione S and Regitz-Zagrosek, „Sex and Gender Aspects in Clinical Medicine, Springer (London), 2012



Obias-Manno, J Women‘s Health, 2007

Consequences of ignoring sex differences III:

Mortality due to increase of unexpected side effects



Sex-specific pharmacotherapy?      3 Options
1. Specific therapies for women

Alosetron (Lotronex) (Camilleri, Lancet, 2000)
only for women with diarrhea-dominant IBS
withdrawn from the market due to cardiovascular side effects

2. Different dosage for women and men
Zolpidem (Ambien) (Farkas, N Engl J Med, 2013)
50% dose reduction recommended for women in USA/Canada
currently debate about risks of undertreatment in women

Rituximab (Pfreundschuh, BJH, 2017)
experimental trial with defualt dosage increase in men (500 mg/m2, women 375 mg/m2), 
improved PFS, no increase in side effects

3. Potentially different therapy due to different mechanisms (Sorge, Nat Neurosci, 2015)
In animal experiments the development of a pain response was associated with the
involvement of different cells in m/f mice (glial cells vs T lymphocytes)
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What does this mean for oncology ?

1. Gender affects exposure to risk factors (e.g. melanoma, lung cancer)

2. Sex hormones might influence susceptibility (e.g. menopause)

3. Sex / gender might influence location of the tumor (e.g. colon, melanoma)

4. Gender roles / relationships might influence diagnostic timing

5. Gender might influence access to medication

6. Sex might influence response to therapy (e.g. rituximab)

7. Immunological differences might impact progression and survival



Thank you for your attention!
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